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The atoms contributing to the strongest “single bonds” on the periodic table do not
continue to produce the strongest “double bonds” or “triple bonds.” In fact, the opposite
appears to be the case. This quantum chemical examination of nominal X  Y and X ≡ Y
bonds in model molecules of atoms from the ﬁrst three rows of the periodic table shows
that the strongest “double bond” is in formaldehyde once the astrophysically-depleted Be
and B atoms are removed from consideration. The strongest “triple bond” is a close match
between acetylene and N2. However, these results indicate that astrophysical regions
containing a high abundance of hydride species will likely be areas where inorganic oxide
formation is favored. Those where H2 molecules have already been dissociated will favor
organic/volatile astrochemistry.
Keywords: bond dissociation energies, refractory astrochemistry, organic astrochemistry, quantum chemistry,
astrochemical complexity

1 INTRODUCTION
Recent work has shown that the strongest “single bonds” in neutral molecules for atoms on the ﬁrst
three rows of the periodic table are not between the atoms most commonly used in chemistry
(Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020). The strongest bonds are actually between Be/B atoms with F
atoms in the HBeF and H2BF molecules. However, the Be, B, and F are the three least abundant
elements on the periodic table until atoms beyond Fe are considered (Savage and Sembach, 1996).
Hence, the strongest “single bonds” of any small molecules containing astrochemically-relevant
atoms coincidentally also contain the elements that are most abundant in the earth’s lithosphere
(speciﬁcally the mantle) and in rocky bodies in general: O, Mg, Si, and Al. To note, this previous work
(Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020) did not examine any molecules containing period 4 atoms or
higher largely due to a combination of factors including the statistical increase in the sample set, the
decrease in atomic abundance (save for Fe, of course), and the complexities of electronic structure
computations on molecules involving the mid-row transition metal atoms, most notably iron
(DeYonker, 2015).
In this previous study, the X−Y bond strengths are computed from model HmX − YHn molecules
(Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020). The X and Y are all atoms between Li and Cl. The m and n values
are the number of hydrogen atoms necessary to ﬁll the valency where a single bond is created
between the heavy atoms. For instance, if X  Mg and Y  O, the molecule would be HMgOH with m,
n  1 since both atoms are divalent and one of the unpaired electrons is bonding with the other heavy
atom. These strongest, common bonds are −126.32 kcal/mol, −118.00 kcal/mol, and −109.34 kcal/
mol respective of AlH2OH, SiH3OH, and HMgOH (Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020) computed
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with explicitly correlated coupled cluster theory at the singles,
doubles, and perturbative triples level (CCSD(T)-F12)
(Raghavachari et al., 1989; Knizia et al., 2009; Adler et al.,
2007). The C−C bond in ethane, for instance, is computed at
this same level to be 83.70 kcal/mol, in line with experimental
values (Huber et al., 2018) but much less than the inorganic oxide
bonds. Such a tantalizing coincidence between bond strengths
and atomic abundances warrants further exploration.
Hence, the present work will explore bond strengths in a
similar way but for what would naively be thought of as higher
bond orders. A reduction of the hydrogen molar ratios in the
model molecules and an increase in the interpretation of the bond
order between the heavy atoms will be explored. Most of the
materials in rocky bodies are largely hydrogen deﬁcient (unless
they are hydrates) (White, 2013), implying that the reactions
leading to the creation of such inorganic networks involve
hydrogen removal at some point in the formation process.
The hydrogen most likely leaves in the form of H2 (Swinnen
et al., 2009) which would be untraceable under most astrophysical
conditions due to the overwhelming abundance yet difﬁculty in
detecting non-polar molecular hydrogen. The present work will
explore if small molecules can support the removal of the
hydrogen atoms at the molecular stage before networkcovalent nanocrystals begin to aggregate.
For example, while AlH2OH has not been observed in any
astrophysical regions thus far and its spectra have only recently
been provided quantum chemically (Watrous et al., 2021), the
reduced but related AlOH molecule has been detected in
astrophysical environments (Apponi et al., 1993; Tenenbaum
and Ziurys, 2010). However, its higher energy isomer, HAlO, has
not been observed (Trabelsi and Francisco, 2018). HAlO would
be the direct dehydrogenation product of AlH2OH, but
isomerization to the observed, lower energy AlOH products is
certainly possible. Consequently, if the heavy atom bond strength
in HAlO is higher than in AlH2OH, such a result would be one
piece of supporting evidence for the hypothesis that hydrogen
removal begins earlier in the nanocrystal aggregation stage. In any
case, the stabilities of these small molecules may also offer clues as
to whether or not such species may be present in astrophysical
regions (Fortenberry, 2020; Fortenberry and DeYonker, 2021)
regardless of their roles in any subsequent chemistry or materials
formation.

minimum energy structure is present and to provide the zeropoint vibrational energies (ZPVEs) for each constituent. Both the
optimized geometries and the harmonic vibrational frequencies
are run using CCSD(T)-F12b with the cc-pVTZ-F12 basis set
(Peterson et al., 2008; Hill and Peterson, 2010; Prascher et al.,
2011) implemented in the MOLPRO 2020.1 program (Werner
et al., 2019, 2012).
The above procedures are repeated for 21 molecules of the
HmX ≡ YHn construction. X and Y are period 2 and 3 atoms
in groups 13 through 15 bonded to a deﬁned number of
hydrogen atoms: m, n  0 for groups 13,15 and m, n  1 for
group 14. In this set, the number of hydrogen atoms is chosen
to simulate a “triple bond” between X and Y under conditions
of nominal covalent bonding even though the molecules
examined herein are likely to be classiﬁed across the scope of
bond types.
X  Y and X ≡ Y bond dissociation energies (BDEs) are
determined here by subtracting the total energy (including the
ZPVE) of each molecule from the sum of the energies of the
ground-state fragments formed by the homolytic cleavage of said
bond. These fragment’s ground states are conﬁrmed by
comparing their singlet and triplet energies. Energies of all
radical species are found using restricted open-shell HartreeFock references (Gauss et al., 1991; Lauderdale et al., 1991; Watts
et al., 1993). Basis set superposition errors should not be present
as no long-distance structures are considered, and the bond
energy of weakly bound species will not be affected to an
extent large enough to affect the overall discussion and
conclusions.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 “Double-Bonded” Molecules

When considering the X  Y BDEs for the overall set of “doublebonded” molecules, a trend of increasing bond strength is usually
followed when moving from left to right across a given period as
listed in Table 1. For example, the Be  X bond strength increases
continuously when shifting the identity of atom X left to right
along both periods 2 and 3. The most signiﬁcant exception to this
trend occurs for nitrogen and oxygen bonded to period 2 atoms.
Moving left to right, the N  X and O  X bond strengths both
peak at boron (−175.36 kcal/mol and −216.87 kcal/mol,
respectively) before decreasing afterwards. For benchmarking,
the C  C bond in ethylne is computed to be −168.40 kcal/mol,
nearly within the error bars of the 0 K experimental value of
171.0 ± 1.2 kcal/mol (Ervin et al., 1990). This mirrors the small
error observed for the “single-bonded” species previously
(Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020). Additionally, Table 1
shows that bond strength is almost always lower for a given
atom bonded to a period 3 atom compared to its period 2
congener or analogue as heavier atoms have a “reluctance to
hybridize” (Kutzelnigg, 1984). For example, the C  S bond in
CH2S is weaker than the C  O bond in CH2O. There are four
exceptions to this trend in the data set, most notably the O  P
bond in HPO at −131.99 kcal/mol, which is much stronger than
the O  N bond in HNO (−113.74 kcal/mol).

2 COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Optimized geometry calculations are performed for all 55
molecules of the forms HmX  YHn and HmX ≡ YHn similar
to but distinct from that employed previously (Doerksen and
Fortenberry, 2020). The present set are equivalent to m–1 and
n–1 of the previous. X and Y are period 2 and 3 atoms in groups 2
through 16 bonded to a deﬁned number of hydrogen atoms: m,
n  0 for X and Y of groups 2,16; 1 for groups 13,15; and 2 for
group 14. The number of hydrogen atoms bonded to atoms X and
Y is chosen such that the X  Y bond would be a “double bond” if
electrons are shared equally. The computed geometries are then
used for harmonic vibrational frequency calculations to conﬁrm a
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TABLE 1 | X  Y Bond energies for “Double-Bonded” molecules (kcal/mol).

Be
B
C
N
O
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
a

Be

B

C

N

O

Mg

Al

Si

P

S

−1.40
−23.31
–a
−61.80
−100.96
−0.84
−6.01
−22.56
−31.95
−71.96

—
−84.41
−142.48
−175.36
−216.87
−12.51
−36.57
−71.58
−106.16
−156.93

—
—
−168.40
−151.85
−173.43
−31.89b
−70.76
−108.61
−115.95
−126.03

—
—
—
−117.33
−113.74
−30.89b
−82.60
−107.00
−102.78
−90.56

—
—
—
—
−83.92
−58.05
−120.15
−144.39
−131.99
−96.40

—
—
—
—
—
−1.06
−5.17
−12.00b
−20.11b
−48.56

—
—
—
—
—
—
−14.78
−37.25
−55.24
−97.31

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
−60.81
−75.43
−105.84

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
−78.40
−91.23

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
−79.42

Neither a singlet nor a triplet structure could be computed.
Indicates that the given value is calculated for the triplet state of the molecule, which was the ground state for MgCH2, HNMg, MgSiH2, and MgPH.

b

TABLE 2 | X  Y Bond lengths (Å).

Be
B
C
N
O
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
a

Be

B

C

N

O

Mg

Al

Si

P

S

2.497
1.896
–a
1.357
1.337
3.403
2.538
2.189
1.899
1.750

—
1.528
1.383
1.239
1.204
2.360
2.073
1.855
1.696
1.603

—
—
1.334
1.274
1.206
2.079b
1.817
1.710
1.671
1.613

—
—
—
1.248
1.210
1.955b
1.637
1.601
1.584
1.572

—
—
—
—
1.218
1.753
1.604
1.520
1.484
1.494

—
—
—
—
—
3.961
2.945
2.558b
2.514b
2.158

—
—
—
—
—
—
2.625
2.350
2.139
2.005

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
2.167
2.072
1.943

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
2.031
1.934

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1.906

Neither a singlet nor a triplet structure could be computed.
Indicates that the given value is calculated for the triplet state of the molecule, which was the ground state for MgCH2, HNMg, MgSiH2, and MgPH.

b

Similarly to the previous work, the bond lengths (Table 2) also
correlate with the bond strengths. The longest bond shown is for
the MgBe dimer at 3.403 Å. In turn, the weakest X  Y bond in the
“double-bonded” set is for Be  Mg (−0.84 kcal/mol) followed by
the familial group 2 homonuclear diatomics for the Mg Mg
bond (−1.06 kcal/mol) and Be  Be bond (−1.40 kcal/mol). The
bond’s exceptional weakness (all less than 2 kcal/mol) can be
explained principally by basic MO theory. The diatomic species
that contain these bonds have an equal number of valence
electrons occupying bonding and antibonding orbitals, which
yields a bond order of 0, meaning that bond formation is not
energetically favorable much like that present in noble gas dimers.
Additionally, group 2 elements prefer 180° bond angles implying
a strong preference for the valence electrons to be found on
opposite sides of the atoms (Bassett and Fortenberry, 2018;
Palmer and Fortenberry, 2018; Doerksen and Fortenberry,
2020; Watrous et al., 2021). In returning to the bond lengths,
the Be  Be, Be  Mg, and Mg  Mg bonds are close to the sum of
their constituent atom’s Van der Waals radii rather than their
covalent radii. All of these points suggest that these molecules are
not really bonds but rather weaker London interactions, thus
accounting for the almost negligible bond energy. In order to
address a possible 180° bond angle preference in these group 2
dimers, the triplet states have been computed. There are four
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Mg-bearing molecules in Table 1 where the triplet states are
utilized since these are the ground-state conﬁgurations. All of the
pure group 2 dimer triplets, however, are higher in energy than
their singlet counterparts, nearly 25 kcal/mol higher in the case of
triplet Be2, implying that group 2 dimers cannot employ lowlying excited states to alleviate their noble gas-like, non-bonding
behavior.
The T1 diagnostics for these “double-bonded” species are all
in the range 0.025 to 0.015 implying single-reference character
(Lee and Taylor, 1989). The notable exceptions are those
singlet states containing the Be and Mg Alkaline earth
Metals. However, the triplet states of such molecules reduce
this value to less than 0.020.
While the bonds to boron are strong here as they are for the
“single-bonded” species, the bonds to Be are relatively weak
across the board in Table 1, not just to other group 2 atoms.
Additionally, the molecules with the strongest “single-bonds”
from the previous work (those containing Al/Si/Mg bonded to O)
(Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020) are often not nearly as
favorable in the “double bond” format. The best case for
aluminum is for HAlO where the Al  O bond energy is
computed here to be −120.15 kcal/mol. This is actually
6.22 kcal/mol weaker than the Al−O “single bond” in
AlH2OH. Singlet, diatomic MgO has a bond strength of

3
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TABLE 3 | X ≡Y Bond energies for “Triple-Bonded” molecules (kcal/mol).

B
C
N
Al
Si
P

B

C

−63.33
−78.94
−101.69
−42.90
−73.74
−75.54

−223.08
−218.15
−66.14
−114.07
−158.83

N

−220.45
−45.85
−91.18
−139.61

Al

−19.03
−54.20
−50.26

Si

−61.20
−80.51

TABLE 4 | X ≡Y Bond lengths (Å).
P
B
C
N
Al
Si
P

−110.33

−58.05 kcal/mol, less than half of that for HMgOH. Interestingly,
H2SiO is stronger than H3SiOH with a Si  O bond energy of
−144.39 kcal/mol, nearly 30 kcal/mol stronger than the Si−O bond
of −118.00 kcal/mol (Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020). Hence, the
p-block species retain strong bonding upon removal of two
hydrogen atoms resulting in a presumably higher bond order.
The s-block atoms lose this bond strength, and the group 13
elements are in between. As a result, the different types of
chemistries utilized by Mg and Si, for instance, in reaction with
oxides to form premineral species likely varies.
At this point, the strongest “double bonds,” besides those that
contain the depleted boron atom, are the usual suspects for higher
bond orders of carbon: ethylene, methylene imine, and
formaldehyde. Again, this decrease of bond strength in the
metal oxides and increase in bond strength of the organic
species is not unexpected, but this is the opposite case for the
“single-bonded” species (Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020). As a
result, organic chemistry appears to thrive in environments where
hydrogen atoms are not present to stabilize small molecules.

C

N

Al

Si

P

1.592
1.301
1.328
2.037
1.867
1.748

1.205
1.155
1.831
1.656
1.544

1.099
1.671
1.578
1.494

2.563
2.393
2.207

2.107
1.964

1.899

The strongest bonds overall are C ≡ C (−223.08 kcal/mol) in
acetylene, N ≡ N (−220.45 kcal/mol) in N2, and C ≡ N
(−218.15 kcal/mol) in HCN. The bond lengths in Table 4 also
follow the bond strengths on the whole with the shortest bond that of
the N ≡ N bond even though the C ≡ C BDE is 2.53 kcal/mol greater.
The ﬁve weakest bonds in the set are ﬁve of the
six containing aluminum with Al ≡ Al (−19.03) topping
the list. Consequently, p-block aluminum and even silicon
weaken in their bond strengths implying that no refractory
elements are considered highly stable in such bonding
environments. On top of this, seemingly unexpected
behavior also emerges. For instance, HCSiH is not of
C ∞v symmetry like its acetylene analogue. Instead, it
assumes a bent, C s geometry and actually prefers the
H 2 CSi divalent structure as has been known for over
40 years (Murrell et al., 1977). Even so, this is still a
surprising result to corroborate with more modern
methods. The CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 ZPVEcorrected barrier to linearity is computed here to be
7.40 kcal/mol in preference to the C s HCSiH structure.

3.2 “Triple-Bonded” Molecules

The second set of molecules in this work is similar to the ﬁrst
set, but with ostensibly X ≡ Y bonds. When considering the
BDEs, there is a weak trend of increasing bond strength
moving from left to right across a given period as shown in
Table 3. For example, the B ≡ X bond strength increases
continuously when shifting the identity of atom X left to
right along both periods 2 and 3. Every exception to this
trend involves the bond strength peaking at the middle
atom of a given period. For example, the Al ≡ Si bond is
stronger (−39.80 kcal/mol) than that of Al ≡ Al (−19.03 kcal/
mol) or Al ≡ P (−35.99 kcal/mol). The BDE is lower for a given
atom bonded to a period 3 atom than its period 2 congener
with one exception of AlP (−50.26 kcal/mol) being stronger
than AlN (−45.85 kcal/mol). The largest difference is between
N ≡ C and N ≡ Si bonds at a whopping 126.97 kcal/mol.
The T1 diagnostics are, again, typically, in the range of 0.020 or
less. The notable exceptions are some molecules containing the B
and Al atoms, but these bonds are already weak and strained.
Such will not change the interpretation of the results. This also
points to a larger consideration that molecules containing B and
Al atoms engaging in such bonding are clearly behaving
differently from the other p-block species and are unlikely to
be detected in astrophysical observations.
This regime of even fewer hydrogen atoms present in the
molecules examined clearly favors the organic/volatile species.
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4 CONCLUSION
The results of the previous (Doerksen and Fortenberry, 2020)
and present work imply that hydrogen-rich environments may
very well favor gas phase formation of small molecules
containing inorganic and refractory atoms as such molecules
contain the strongest heavy atom bonds in molecules with
highest molar percentage of hydrogen. As the available
hydrogen decreases or is dissociated from the system,
molecules containing p-block elements, whether volatile or
refractory, have the highest BDEs. As the hydrogen
percentage decreases further, organic molecular bond
strengths (CC, CN, or NN bonds, speciﬁcally) increase
greatly while inorganic BDEs, even for atoms in the
p-block such as B and Si, weaken. This, of course, does not
consider larger network covalent structures but highlights
that the earliest stages of any small molecule gas phase
chemistry will be inﬂuenced by different physical
conditions of various astronomical environments. As a
result, environments with a wealth of hydride species, such
as those present in early stages of star formation or cold
molecular clouds, likely promote inorganic astrochemistry
involving the formation of species such as HMgOH or
AlH 2 OH. Hydrogen-poor environments promote organic
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